•
Welcome to Israel! Upon individual arrivals, transfer to the luxurious David
Intercontinental Hotel in Tel Aviv.
This evening, we will meet in the hotel lobby and head to our welcome dinner at a
Intercontinental Hotel

local restaurant with a special guest speaker. Hear opening remarks from our
Mission Chair Ben Gutmann, who will provide an overview of the coming days.
Overnight, David Intercontinental Hotel, Tel Aviv

•
Today begins with a visit to the historic Gush Etzion, site of one of the deadliest
Gush Etzion

battles during the War of Independence. Start at the Gush Etzion Visitor Center,
home to the memorial which commemorates the heroic men and women who gave
their lives to protect the communities of the Etzion Block- strategically located
between Jerusalem and Hebron. Visit the Boys’ Promenade, a JNF project built in
memory of Gilad Shaer, Naftali Fraenkel, and Eyal Yifrah, the three teenage boys
whom were kidnapped and killed by terrorists in the summer of 2014, sparking
Operation Protective Edge. We will then participate in a special dedication

Palmach Museum

ceremony.
Proceed to the Palmach Museum, a state-of-the-art multimedia experience that
allows an in-depth look into the fight for Israeli independence. Learn about the
Palmach, which were the elite striking force of the “Hagana,” the primary
underground military organization prior to Israel’s official recognition as a State.
Continue to Rothschild Boulevard to start your extensive tour through Tel Aviv.

i24 News

See some excellent examples of Bauhaus architecture; stroll through “The White
City,” which contains the largest group of buildings in the world built in the
Bauhaus style and has been declared a World Heritage site by UNESCO; and end at
Rabin Square, the place of former Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s assassination in
1995.
End the tour in Jaffa with a visit to the i24 news headquarters, Israel’s leading
internet news outlet. Go behind the scenes and learn the tactics used to combat

Old Jaffa

the ignorance’s and prejudices broadcasted about Israel.

Afterward, you will have the chance to explore Old Jaffa, an 8,000 year old port
city. Walk along the restored artist’s quarter, stop at the ancient ruins, and see the
famous Jaffa flea market.
Spend the remainder of the afternoon on one of the following optional tours:
Sarona District

OPTION I: Sarona District
Explore the up-and-coming area of Sarona, and see how this former German colony
has transformed into a blossoming culinary scene with new urban complexes, hip
cafés, trendy shops, tranquil parks and engaging playgrounds. Leading the tour will
be Noa Gefen, Executive Vice-Chairman of the Society for Preservation of Israel
Heritage Sites.

Neve Tzedek

OPTION II: Neve Tzedek
See how Tel Aviv’s first neighborhood, built in 1909, has transformed into a trendy
town filled with various art galleries and studios. Enjoy a tour in the Livinsky
Market with well-known chef Gil Hovav. Learn about the many species used in
traditional and authentic Israeli cuisine.
Later this evening, enjoy dinner at a local restaurant in the area.

Caesarea

Overnight, David Intercontinental Hotel, Tel Aviv

•
Following breakfast and hotel check-out, drive north along Israel’s scenic coastal
route. Along the way, stop in Caesarea, once the Roman capital of the region. See
the excavations of the Crusader’s city, the aqueduct and the old amphitheater that
has been restored as a concert venue.
Zichron Yaakov

Continue to Zichron Yaakov, a charming village with pedestrian cobblestone
streets that offers stunning views of the Mediterranean coast, a quaint brick-paved
downtown district, a world-famous winery, and a colorful history.
Afterward, visit Emek HaShalom to learn about LOTEM, the leading organization in
Israel that offers special outdoor activities and field trips for people with
disabilities, women and at-risk youth, to help them maximize their enjoyment of
LOTEM-Emek HaShalom

nature. Learn about JNF’s connection and dedication to LOTEM as part of its
commitment to ensure that no member of Israeli society is left behind. Participate

in a hike with the kids on the inclusive trail, visit the new amphitheater, and pick
wheat from the wheat harvest that will later be used to make fresh pita at the new
bakery.
After a picnic lunch, continue to the Ramat Menashe Park, recognized by UNESCO
as Israel’s first biosphere. See the beauty of the forest with natural gall oak, open
Ramat Menashe Park

spaces and fields, lush orchards, and flowing streams.
Proceed to Haifa and walk along the famous Hanging Bridge, a seventy-meter high
suspension bridge, at Nesher Park, with Green Horizons students. Known in Israel
as “Hugey Sayarut” (Hebrew for “hiking groups”), Green Horizons was formed by a
group of friends as a memorial to Uri Meimon, an IDF soldier who was killed in the
Yom Kippur War. Learn about how Meimon’s passion for hiking inspired his friends
to create an educational program in his memory that would cultivate his same love

Hanging Bridge at Nesher Park

for hiking among Israeli youth.
Later this afternoon, visit to the new state-of-the-art Usafiya Fire Station, which
serves as a lifeline of aid for the Carmel area still recovering from devastating life
and property loss as result of the 2010 Carmel Forest fire. Meet several firefighters
and hear about how the JNF initiative to fund this fire station has significantly
impacted the area.

Usafiya Fire Station

Spend the evening with one of JNF’s newest partners HaShomer HaChadash.
Established in 2007, HaShomer HaChadash, or the “The New Guardians,” is a
volunteer organization dedicated to safeguarding the land in the Negev and
Galilee, and upholding the Zionist ideals on which the State of Israel was founded.
Hear how this unique program provides participants with the opportunity to work
the land, learn about Zionism and the history of Israel, and become leaders of
social change. Engage with young leaders over a bonfire and dinner, which will be
Bonfire with HaShomer

a tasty Galilean beef stew prepared by the volunteers themselves.
Proceed to Rosh Pina and check into the luxurious Mitzpe Hayamim Hotel & Spa.
Bearing more similarity to a resort than a hotel, Mitzpe Hayamim rests among
picturesque gardens with magnificent views of the Golan Heights and the Sea of
Galilee.

View from Mitzpe Hayamim

Overnight, Mitzpe Hayamim Hotel & Spa, Rosh Pina

•
Following breakfast this morning, head for your day in the Upper Eastern Galilee
region. Start with an exciting jeep tour ride through the Golan Heights, one of
Israel’s most beautiful and strategic regions for border security in the North. Begin
at Mitzpe Gadot, a former Syrian base and site of particularly harsh battles during
Jeep Tour

the 1967 war. Follow the footsteps of Israel’s IDF Soldiers and walk through an old
army bunker and see what life was like for soldiers manning the outpost.
Afterward, visit the famous Golan Winery for a special tour and wine-tasting.
Proceed to the Hula Valley, an internationally acclaimed bird watching park in the
Golan Heights. JNF, together with the Israel Land Authority and the Ministry of
Agriculture, undertook the Hula Restoration Project to restore and develop this

Birds at Hula Valley

magnificent Nature Reserve, which has since become one of the world’s
preeminent bird sanctuaries. During a special golf-cart tour along the migration
route, we hope to see some of the millions of birds that pass through here each
year during their seasonal migration between Europe and Africa. End at Mt.
Hermon, the highest mountain in Israel.
Continue to Kiryat-Shmona, a northern town on the Lebanese border. As the

Kiryat-Shmona

newest addition to JNF’s Go North initiative, its objective is to attract and retain
300,000 new residents to the Galilee while enhancing the economic, social, and
tourist opportunities in the region. With 80% of Israel’s land area located outside
the center of the country, see how JNF encouraging people to move from the
overpopulated center to the rapidly developing and increasingly attractive
peripheries of Israel.
During a tour of Kiryat-Shmona, community residents will share their experiences

Kibbutz Malkiya

living on the border during times of conflict. Visit Kibbutz Malkiya to see the
historic shredder building, one of the last remains of a very unique building factory
in the Galilee that supplied elements for many national projects, like the North
Road. Learn about the plans to restore the shredder into a tourist attraction.
This evening, tour the mystical city of Tzfat. Stroll through the alleys of this
ancient city and learn about the origins of Kabbalah, the Rabbis that lived here and
the artist community that remains. Enjoy dinner at a local restaurant in the area.

Tzfat

Overnight, Mitzpe Hayamim Hotel & Spa, Rosh Pina

•
Following breakfast and hotel check-out, visit the city of Karmiel. One of Israel’s few
so-called “planned cities.” The beautiful, unique, modern city of Karmiel has been
awarded numerous national prizes in areas such as quality of life, management, road
Karmiel

safety, and most notably, immigrant absorption. Joining us will be representatives
from Nefesh B’Nefesh, a JNF partner organization that provides employment
resources, housing and government absorption assistance, and community-based
support to make each individual’s Aliyah as successful as possible. Meet with Doreet
Freedman, Director of Strategic Partnerships and the Pre-Aliyah Department, who
has played a key role in revolutionizing immigration to Israel and increasing North
America’s Aliyah success rate from 40% to over 90%.

Akko

This afternoon, we will explore Akko, an underground crusader city and a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Take a tour through the Old City and explore the ancient gates,
towers, tunnels and secret passageways. Check out the Crusader fortress, stroll
through the shuk, and witness the impressive remains built by the Hospitaller Order
of Knights in the 12th and 13th centuries. Visit the famous Akko Prison, built by the
Turks and later used by the British to imprison members of the underground.
Continue to the Western Galilee Visitor Center, a new multi-media facility that
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showcases the vast array of activities and attractions in and around the Western
Galilee. See how Jewish National Fund, together with Western Galilee Now, an
innovative network of small entrepreneurial businesses that is revitalizing the region
by increasing employment and tourism opportunities, has created this dynamic
experience for the 2.5 million tourists who pass through Akko each year and inspired
them to partake in the wide variety of tourist attractions.
Enjoy your farewell dinner en route towards Ben-Gurion Airport for your departure

Western Galilee Visitor Center

flight back to the United States.
Overnight, En route

